Ann Arbor Public Schools
Preschool Activities Menu
Week #5 May 11, 2020

Weekly Message with JoAnn and Michelle - More Special Guests
Week at a Glance
The Week at a Glance section will provide you with a brief summary of each activity this week. You can access this simplified
Weekly Plan or for more details and additional support for your child. Click on the activity link to find detailed descriptions, ideas for
varying developmental levels, and support to help you and your child be successful.
Quick Links to Activities:
Literacy Activity: Recognizing Print - As you are getting various items out of the refrigerator/cupboards show your child the names of
the items. See if they can “read” the names of these items as well. Show them the ingredients and talk about how they can learn
what is in things by reading this part.
Language Activity: Expressing Emotions - As you read books, talk about the characters emotions. Use your voice and facial
expressions to demonstrate those feelings. Can your child show those feelings to you? Can they talk about a time they felt the same
way the character is feeling? Make a book about feelings and things that make you/your child feel this way.
Math Activity: Fun with Names - Write the names of people (and pets) in your family. Who’s name is the longest, shortest?
Cognitive/Physical Activity: Obstacle Course - use items/furniture in your house (or outside) to make an obstacle course. Climb
over/under things, walk around items, etc. Be creative
Art & Science Activity: D
 IY Puffy Paint! - Make some homemade puffy paint. Paint on paper, or other materials. Once dry talk about
how it feels. Find the recipe HERE

LITERACY
Learning Focus of this Activity: Recognizing Print - on labels and around the house
Overview of Activity: Notice words, letters, and spaces on packages. Reading gives us information.

Ideas:

Early (Easier)

Middle

Later (Challenging)

Words on cans, boxes, and
containers

Pull a few items out of your
cupboard or fridge. Take turns
picking an item. Point at and read
the name of the item.

Ask your child to describe what she
sees on the packages: colors,
shapes, letters, numbers, pictures...

Count the number of letters in one
of the words on a package. Find
words with more letters, or with less
(fewer) letters on other packages.

Emphasize the sounds that the
letters make when words are
pointed at:
You’re pointing to the large T on the
carton. T sounds like the first letter
in the words t omatoes and Tomás.
Information - we learn when we
read

Let your child pick an item from the
fridge or cupboard. Ask him to point
at words for you to read.
If your child points at a picture, say
“that’s a picture, these are words,”
then point and read the print.

Ways to Support Your Child:

Look for interesting new vocabulary
words on packages.
EX: This carton of cream has the
word fresh. What does it mean if the
cream is fresh? (explain the new word
if your child doesn’t know)

Write a letter on a piece of paper
(EX: B or b) how many B’s can you
find on the packages?

Create a new product. (Talk about it

or make one with paper, markers, and an
old box)
What is the product?
What is a good name for it?
What can it do?
How does a person use it?
Where should you keep it?
Why should someone buy it?

●
●
●
●

“Space” is important. Space separates words. When reading, point at a few words, but also show your child there is an empty space
between the words. Remind them to make a space if they are “writing.”
Don’t read every word on the package. Pick interesting words or interesting pieces of information, and point at the words as you read.
When creating a product, it is OK for the adult to write and for the child to “write.” “Child writing” does not have to be correct. Scribbles
and marks are encouraged as a starting place.
Fine Motor Boost: Help your child take tally marks on sheet to track what is being counted in the later (challenging)
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Language
Learning Focus of this Activity: Use language to express emotions
Overview of Activity: Characters’ feelings/emotions in books and made up stories

Ideas:

Early (Easier)

Middle

Later (Challenging)

Books or photos

Invite your child to join you in
reading a book or looking at a
photo. Talk about the photo or the
book’s cover. Look at the faces,
how do the people feel?

As you read, use your voice and
facial expressions to show the
characters’ feelings. Ask
questions about what a character
is feeling: What makes the turtle
feel frustrated? What do you think
would make her feel better?

Invite your child to talk about a
time when she was feeling the
same way the character felt:

What could the characters say?

Act out the story. Film it with your

Read the book’s title. Encourage
your child to make predictions
about the story and the
characters’ feelings.
Make up a story

Pick an emotion.  (ex: sad)

You were excited yesterday?
What made you feel excited? Oh,
when we saw Grandpa’s horse in
his video call. That was very
exciting!

What makes someone feel ___?
( ex: favorite toy got broken)
What will happen? (ex: asks mom to fix

(ex: child : I’m sad, my paper is ripped. Can
you fix it?
Mom: I can fix it with tape.
Child: Thanks, I’m happy!)

How will the story end? (ex: toy is

Practice telling and re-telling the
story.

the toy)

fixed and child is happy)

phone. Share it with a friend or
family member.
Add characters and more
complex conversation if your child
needs a challenge.

Gather some props to help tell
your story. (ex: paper, tape)

Ways to Support Your Child:
● Review the emotion cards below. Ask your child, “How do you think this person feels?” Or you can ask, “Who do you think feels sad? Who
feels happy? Etc. Talk about the way each child is feeling.
● Use feeling words in daily conversations, notice how others are feeling: happy, angry, sad, tired, frustrated, excited, surprised, worried,
joyful, calm, peaceful, etc.
● Practice making facial expressions with your child and say the matching emotion word. Make faces in a mirror. Ask your child to guess
how you are feeling.
● Use feeling words as you sing the song “If You’re Happy and You Know It” and talk about what you can do. Ideas include,
Happy: give high five, smile
Sad: wipe your tears, use your words “I’m sad”
Mad: take deep breaths, count to ten
Tired: yawn, take a nap, stretch
Scared: hide your face, say “I’m scared,” ask for a hug

●
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Math
Learning Focus of this Activity: Number Name Fun
Overview of Activity: Order each person in your family’s name from shortest to longest.

Ideas:
Ideas:

Early (Easier)

Middle

Later (Challenging)

Write each of the members in
your family on a piece of paper.
You can also add family members
who do not live in your home, too.

Adult writes each family member's
name on a piece of paper. With
adult support, the child counts the
number of letters in each name.
Arrange the names from shortest
to longest.

Adult writes each family member's
name on a piece of paper. Child
can practice writing his/her name.
He/she can also practice copying
the other names. Child counts
the number of letters in each
name. Arrange the names from
shortest to longest.

Child writes each family member's
name on a piece of paper. Child
practices writing his/her name.
He/She can also practice copying
the other names. Child counts
the number of letters in each
name and writes the number by
each name. Arrange the names
from shortest to longest.

Ways to Support Your Child:
Fine Motor Boost: https://www.lwtears.com/files/prekletterandnumberformations.pdf This link will take you to a page that shows you
how to form/write letters and numbers.
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Cognitive/Physical
Learning Focus of this Activity: Your child will move his or her body in many different ways.
Your child will build gross-motor skills.
Your child will experience cooperative play.
Overview of Activity: Create an obstacle course out of everyday materials at your house! It can be done indoors or outdoors.

Indoor Ideas:
Put socks on and slide around on the kitchen floor 4 times.
Crawl under the table or bed two times
Dance in the living/family room
Jump Up and Down 5 times
Lie on the couch or bed for 20 seconds and pretend to be asleep

Outdoor activity ideas:
Run a lap or two around your yard or up and down the sidewalk
Jump over a stick, rock, or other object 10 times
Fly like a bird around the yard, flapping your wings

Ideas:

Early (Easier)

Middle

Later (Challenging)

Get creative! Try any of the ideas
above or make up your own.

Allow your child to copy your
moves as you travel around the
obstacle course together.

Encourage your child to complete
the obstacle course
independently. Cheer them on as
they go!

Your child can create their own
obstacle course and teach you
how to travel through it.

Ways to Support Your Child:

●

●

●
●

●

To practice drawing skills, have your child draw out the obstacle first before building it. (see section above about ways to work on
grasp and working on a vertical surface). Take turns with your child drawing pictures of animals on small pieces of paper. Once
your ‘deck’ of animals is complete, draw a picture and complete the obstacle course like that animal.
With adult supervision, help your child draw an obstacle course on the sidewalk with chalk. Here is a video of one way to draw an
obstacle course. Be sure and practice social distancing if drawing the course on sidewalks that a lot of people are using. Have fun.
Here is a video of how to do a sidewalk chalk obstacle course. https://safeYouTube.net/w/qUe6
Making it Social: Play Follow the Leader, have the leader facilitate by telling the followers what actions to do, and then take turns
being the leader.
Building Imagination: You can incorporate imagination and symbolic play by pretending you’re a super hero, a favorite
character, or a favorite animal as you go through the obstacle course. Maybe a super hero will pretend he/she is on an important
mission, or Little Red Riding Hood is on her way through the woods to her grandmother’s house, or the favorite monkey was told
he couldn’t jump on the bed, so he decided to jump in the sidewalk squares instead.
Building Vocabulary & Concepts: When doing the obstacle course actions, try using words to describe what you’re doing and
where you’re doing the actions to expand your vocabulary and understanding of concept words. Examples: You’re jumping so
high! How far will you jump this time (compare 2 jumps)? Crawl under the table. Jump over the stick. Run next to the fence.
Follow behind me. Skate slowly and dance fast.
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Art & Science
Learning Focus of this Activity: DIY Puffy Paint!
Your child will create artwork using their imagination and a few items typically used for cooking
Overview of Activity: Homemade puffy paint: the recipe is easy to make with just 3 ingredients: self-rising flour, salt and water. Paint your
picture, put it in the microwave, and it puffs right up! Your kids will love it!
Ideas:

HOMEMADE PUFFY PAINT INGREDIENTS
- 1 tbsp self-rising flour / food coloring in the colors of your choice / 1tbsp salt / little bit of water (start with 1⁄4 tsp per color)
How to make self-rising flour ( if you do not already have it at your home)
- 1 cup all purpose flour / 1 1⁄2 tsp baking powder / 1⁄4 tsp salt
- Combine your flour and salt in one bowl
- Add a little bit of water and stir until you get a smooth, thin paste ( like stirred yogurt)
- Add your food coloring, mix well
- Thicker paper or some recycled cardboard will work well - you can use paint brushes, Q-tips, fingers, or whatever else you can think of to
create
- Create your masterpiece, pop it in the microwave for about 30 seconds and watch your painting puff up
- It will be warm, so ask your family to help you get it from the microwave
Ideas:

Early (Easier)

Middle

Later (Challenging)

Have fun, put the paint on the
paper

Feel and manipulate the paint

Begin to make lines, shapes, and
other recognizable features

Creates art, and is able to talk
about what they created

Think of something you like and
try to paint it

Creates art, ask someone what it
is
(may be unrecognizable to
others)

Creates art, tells someone what it
is (some recognizable features)

Creates art, tells someone what it
is (recognizable features - child is
able to talk about and describe
what they have created

Ways to Support Your Child:
You want to paint with your child but how do you keep your preschooler interested for more than a few minutes while controlling the mess?
Paint is messy / Paint requires more work for you / Paint requires time.. But did you know painting with your child literally grows their brain?
Click this link to read more about why painting is important for your child’s brain development: https://kidssteamlab.com/preschool-paint/

Fine Motor Boost: When drawing lines, encourage your child to draw a vertical line from top to bottom and a horizontal line from left to right.
Language Development Boost: If your child participates in making the puffy paint, tell them each step you are doing. Model words for ordering
steps: first, then, next, finally.
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